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Shall I tell you a secret? Sometimes I feel like I’ve fallen out of 
love with the book industry.

I mean, across the board it’s generally full of pleasant enough 
people who mean well but, it seems to me, are often 
damagingly risk-averse, hidebound by outmoded business 
practices (returns anyone?) and – whisper it – a general lack 
of ambition.

I travel a lot, so I spend a lot of time in bookshops, doing the 
kind of thing Managing Directors of publishing companies 
should do – like emailing my sales team and demanding to 
know why book x is not included in promotion y, and so on.

When I look at the new releases section, I’m afraid it leaves 
me cold. Old ideas continuously repackaged, once-winning 
formulas repeated to death, backlists mined until they’ve worn 
thin and a general nostalgia for a ‘better’ age; a pre-Amazon 

time of four-hour lunches, industry-sponsored jollies to foreign climes and ‘poet’s’ day* every 
Thursday and Friday. It’s all just so ‘meh’ – it bores me silly.

I read the trade press and all I seem to see are nicely-turned-out young men and women disguising a 
lack of imagination behind a barrage of buzzwords, setting out a vision of future publishing in the kind 
of language they think people working in proper industries might use. I’m afraid it makes me want to 
grab them, shake them and say, ‘It’s not just about the future, it’s about now. And above all, it’s about 
the books!’

And that’s what dispels my gloom. The books. When I look at our forward list, lovingly laid out in the 
catalogue you now hold in your hands, the clouds break and I fall in love all over again. Alastair 
Campbell’s astonishing new diaries, David Laws’s insider account of the coalition government, political 
giant Sir Malcolm Rifkind’s extraordinary, epoch-spanning memoirs, and many, many more; these are 
the bulwarks I set against my disenchantment. These are what I got into publishing for in the fi rst place.

Another thing I can never understand is the time it takes our competitors to publish a book. At Biteback, 
a part of our success lies in our ability to pick up a book and get it to the consumer in the shortest time 
possible. The clue is in the category name: surely it’s called current affairs for a reason? Now obviously 
this brings its own challenges but we are fortunate in that our partners in an increasingly reactive book 
trade know that we will deliver the support, in the form of publicity, to make our books highly visible.

Finally, there are no books without the people. The authors, of course, but also the team who produce 
the books. At Biteback, we are a fi nely-honed (well, sometimes) outfi t of publishing guerrilla fi ghters. 
Every now and then, one of the big boys will come and poach a team member, and in every case that 
individual will go on to improve their new company. Really, I’m surprised my competitors never drop 
me a line and thank me!

IAIN dALE 

Managing director, Biteback Publishing

*P*** Off Early Today

WWW.BITEBACKPUBLISHING.CoM

dIArIES: VoLUME 5
NEVER REALLY LEFT, 
2003–2005

ALASTAIr CAMPBELL

These four new volumes of diaries from Alastair 
Campbell, Tony Blair’s former chief press 
secretary and director of communications and 
strategy, will provide a vivid and essential record 
of an important period in modern political 
history.

Volume 5, which will be published this Autumn, 
begins in 2003, where the previous instalment, 
The Burden of Power, ended, with Campbell’s 
departure from Downing Street. Subsequent 
volumes will cover the intervening years until 
2015. Despite having left government, 
Campbell’s level of involvement barely abated: 
he continued to advise Blair (and later Gordon 
Brown and Ed Miliband) and has played a key 
role in every election campaign since. 

The book opens as Lord Hutton prepares to 
publish his report, sparking a huge crisis for the 
BBC. But any joy in No. 10 is dwarfed by 
continuing diffi culties in Iraq. Meanwhile, the 
Blair/Brown relationship is fracturing almost 
beyond repair and Campbell is tasked by both 
with devising a plan that will enable the two 
men to come together to fi ght a united election 
campaign.

Away from politics, the diaries will talk frankly 
about Campbell’s continued struggles with 
mental health issues, as well as his work in 
sport and his return to journalism as he tries to 
fi nd a new purpose in life. 

£25

608pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900617

October 2016

Rights: World
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ISBN: 9781785900846 

Autumn 2017

ISBN: 9781785900853

Autumn 2018

ISBN: 9781785900860

Autumn 2019

ALASTAIR CAMPBELL is a writer, communicator 
and strategist best known for his role as former 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair’s spokesman, press 
secretary and director of communications and 
strategy. Still active in politics and campaigns in Britain 
and overseas, he now splits his time between writing, 
speaking, charities and consultancy.

He has written eleven books in the past eight years, 
including six volumes of diaries, three novels, a 
personal memoir on depression and the pursuit of 
happiness, and most recently Winners and How They 

Succeed, a Number 1 bestselling analysis of what it 
takes to win in politics, business and sport.

£25

624pp 8pp photos

Royal hardback 

ISBN: 9781849549660

March 2016

Rights: World

DAVID LAWS was the Liberal 
Democrat MP for Yeovil from 2001 
to 2015. He helped negotiate the 
historic Lib Dem–Conservative 
coalition in 2010, and briefl y 
became Chief Secretary to the 
Treasury before resigning due to 
the disclosure of his parliamentary 
expenses claims. He later returned 
to government as a Minister of 
State for Schools and then to the 
Cabinet Offi ce.

CoALITIoN 
THE INSIDE STORY OF THE 
CONSERVATIVE–LIBERAL 
DEMOCRAT COALITION 
GOVERNMENT

dAVId LAWS

Coalition is the defi nitive insider account of the 
historic Conservative–Lib Dem coalition from its 
birth in 2010 through to its demise in May 
2015. It reveals how key decisions were made, 
lays bare the often explosive divisions between 
and within the coalition parties, and explores 
candidly the personalities and positions of the 
key players on both sides of the government. 
Finally, it makes a thorough assessment of the 
government’s successes and failures.

David Laws is uniquely placed to provide this 
compelling insider account of a fascinating 
chapter in modern British politics. He took part 
in the negotiations that brought about the 
coalition in 2010, then became the coalition’s 
fi rst Chief Secretary to the Treasury, later taking 
up key posts in the Education Department and 
in the Cabinet Offi ce – the very heart of 
government.

This revealing account will be one of the most 
important political books of the year, shedding 
light on perhaps the most interesting political 
partnership since the Second World War. It will 
also provide an essential historical record of the 
issues and challenges facing all political parties.

‘David Laws has written what deserves to 
become the defi nitive account of the 
2010–15 coalition government. It is also a 
cracking good read: fast-paced, insightful 
and a must for all those interested in 
British politics.’ Paddy Ashdown
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EUroPE IN or oUT 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO KNOW

dAVId CHArTEr

What will happen if Britain leaves the EU – and 
how will it affect you?
 
Europe: vital for Britain’s economy and global 
standing or a bureaucratic monster hell-bent on 
destroying our national sovereignty? And why is 
no one talking about what leaving Europe 
would actually mean?
 
Addressing the real issues surrounding a 
potential exit from the EU – including jobs, 
travel, immigration, investment, sovereignty and 
justice – this fully updated and revised edition of 
David Charter’s essential guide investigates the 
consequences both for the country and for the 
person on the street.

A clear, comprehensive and compelling account 
of the impact of the EU and the implications of 
Brexit, this defi nitive, unbiased handbook, from 
an expert in the fi eld, is essential reading for 
anyone with an interest in Britain’s future.

£8.99

288pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900419

March 2016

Rights: World

DAVID CHARTER is the bestselling 
author of Au Revoir, Europe? and 
is Berlin correspondent for The 

Times newspaper. 

MICHAEL GoVE
A BIOGRAPHY

ALASTAIr SLoAN

Whichever way you look at it, Michael Gove is 
one of the more contentious fi gures in the 
British political fi rmament. 

As Secretary of State for Education, the 
teaching unions roundly despised him. As 
Secretary of State for Justice, he has already 
provoked the ire of lawyers at the Criminal Bar, 
and as a ministerial leading proponent of Brexit, 
he has arguably divided his own government.

Others, however, regard Gove as a visionary 
and reformer, and one of the most talented 
politicians of his generation. Combining socially 
liberal views with a neo-conservative outlook on 
Britain’s place in the world, this adopted son of 
a fi sh processor and a lab assistant, who was 
schooled by the state, stands proudly out from 
the Eton-educated ranks of his frontbench 
colleagues.

This unauthorised biography will delve into 
Gove’s lesser-known views on national security, 
revealing how British neo–conservatives, Cold 
War veterans, former counter-terrorism offi cials 
and prominent members of the British 
intelligentsia have been wielding their own 
shadow war on terror, driving a split between 
the security services and the government. As 
Sloan demonstrates, Gove has played a pivotal 
role in this extraordinary and little-known 
episode in British political history.

£20

352pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900303

August 2016

Rights: World

ALASTAIR SLOAN is a freelance 
journalist with The Guardian, 
Newsweek and Al Jazeera. He has 
also written for Private Eye and the 
New Statesman.
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£12.99

352pp

B format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900372

August 2016

Rights: WEL excl. US and 
Canada 

GEOFFREY ROBERTSON QC 
is founder and head of Doughty 
Street Chambers, the UK’s leading 
human rights legal practice. He 
is the acclaimed author of An 

Inconvenient Genocide: Who Now 

Remembers the Armenians?, 
Stephen Ward Was Innocent, OK, 
and many others.

STATUTE of LIBErTY
A BRITISH BILL OF RIGHTS

GEoffrEY roBErTSoN

The year 2016 will go down in history, if the 
government has its way, as the year in which 
Britain gained its own Bill of Rights. That is 
what David Cameron promised at Runnymede 
in June – ‘a new version of Magna Carta’. Make 
no mistake, this is a momentous undertaking. 

What makes it all the more mysterious is that 
the government is now promising a British Bill 
without disclosing what ‘rights’ it will contain. It 
says it will produce a Green Paper in 
December, and allow only three months for 
consultation over our new ‘British’ rights. 
Geoffrey Robertson thinks that this is a strange 
way to proceed, and risks damaging liberties 
that we have enjoyed for centuries. It may also 
abolish some rights in the European Convention 
that are regarded as universal. But on the other 
hand, Britain is the only country in Europe 
which does not have its own Bill of Rights – so 
might the government’s initiative be turned into 
something worthwhile?

Geoffrey Robertson believes that a British Bill of 
Rights is essential to restoring pride and faith in 
British law, and to educating our children so 
they can understand their birthrights. However, 
this government has no understanding of civil 
liberties and is planning to weaken them. This 
book will explain how a true British Bill of Rights 
would work to entrench our liberties, and to 
help create the culture of liberty that is lacking 
in modern Britain, serving as a powerful symbol 
of the UK’s identity and values.

PoLITICS ANd 
PrAGMATISM
THE MEMOIRS OF 
MALCOLM RIFKIND

MALCoLM rIfKINd

Sir Malcolm Rifkind’s political career has been 
as glittering as it has been long-lived. Indeed, 
he served as a minister for eighteen years – 
longer uninterrupted service than anyone since 
Lord Palmerston in the nineteenth century. 

Informed and stimulating, but also more 
relaxed, amusing and readable than most 
books of this genre, Rifkind’s memoirs include 
his battles with Margaret Thatcher over 
Scotland, explain how he helped change Polish 
history during the Cold War, describe his 
presence at the Gorbachev–Thatcher summit 
and tell how he served as both Defence 
Minister and Foreign Secretary during some of 
the most turbulent years of the late twentieth 
century.

The book also covers Rifkind’s fi ve pivotal years 
as Chairman of the Intelligence Committee, 
working with MI6 and the CIA, alongside both 
spies and those spied upon. For his 
robustness, he is currently banned from Russia 
by President Putin. Rifkind‘s memoir is serious 
and funny, wise and self-deprecatory. This is a 
book about the past and the future. 

£20

352pp 8pp photo

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900037

July 2016

Rights: World

MALCOLM RIFKIND served 
in ministerial roles under the 
premierships of Margaret Thatcher 
and John Major. He has been 
Secretary of State for Scotland, 
Transport and Defence, and then 
Foreign Secretary. In 1997 he 
was knighted in recognition of his 
public service.
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£20

368pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900723

May 2016

Rights: World

KENNY MACASKILL is a Scottish 
National Party (SNP) politician, 
Member of the Scottish Parliament 
for Edinburgh Eastern, and former 
Cabinet Secretary for Justice in the 
Scottish government. He studied 
law at the University of Edinburgh 
and was a senior partner in an 
Edinburgh law fi rm before being 
elected as an MSP in 1999.

THE LoCKErBIE 
BoMBING

KENNY MACASKILL

On 21 December 1988, Pan Am fl ight 103 
departed London Heathrow for New York. 
Shortly after take-off, a bomb detonated, killing 
all aboard and devastating the small Scottish 
town of Lockerbie below. 

Only one man has ever been convicted of the 
crime: Abdelbaset al-Megrahi. However, few 
people believe that the bombing was carried 
out by a single individual. In 2009 al-Megrahi 
was released on compassionate grounds by 
the author, who was Scotland’s Justice 
Secretary from 2007–14. Al-Megrahi’s release 
from prison and deportation back to Libya 
caused a political controversy in the UK and 
severely damaged Anglo-American relations. 

This book lifts the lid on what became known 
as the Lockerbie Bombing. Detailing the 
build-up to the atrocity and the carnage it 
caused, Kenny MacAskill narrates the 
international investigation that followed and the 
diplomatic intrigue that saw a Scottish court 
convened in the Netherlands. He describes the 
controversial release of al-Megrahi, explains the 
international dimensions involved and lays bare 
the commercial and security interests that ran in 
the background throughout the investigation 
and trial. Finally, he answers why and how it 
happened – and who was responsible.

£20

496pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900013

April 2016

Rights: World

HARVEY PROCTOR was 
the Conservative Member of 
Parliament for Basildon from 1979 
to 1983, then the MP for Billericay 
until 1987. He was the private 
secretary to the Duke of Rutland 
from 2003 until his retirement in 
2015.

CrEdIBLE ANd TrUE 
THE POLITICAL AND 
PERSONAL MEMOIR OF 
K. HARVEY PROCTOR

K. HArVEY ProCTor

Credible and True reveals former Conservative 
MP Harvey Proctor’s life both in and out 
of Parliament, and details his continuous 
involvement with the police and the media. In 
it, he writes about sex, politics, the aristocracy, 
murder and suicide attempts, blackmail – and 
how he has survived them all. He talks frankly 
about his embroilment in Operation Midland, 
Scotland Yard’s investigation into allegations 
of a historic Westminster paedophile ring, 
and his own claims that he is the victim of a 
‘homosexual witch hunt’.

K. Harvey Proctor has been actively involved 
in politics since the age of fourteen, when he 
joined the Young Conservatives. He always 
wanted to be a Member of Parliament, but 
knowing that his homosexuality presented a 
possible stumbling block in British politics in 
the 1970s and 1980s, he took the decision 
to keep his private life exactly that – private. 
During most of his active political life, Proctor 
believed that it was his trenchant views on 
immigration that would be on trial rather than 
his sexuality, never imagining that his private 
life would spectacularly unravel in the glare of 
blue and white flashing lights.

Now nearly seventy years old, Proctor can 
look back on a life and a parliamentary career 
that saw him rub shoulders with the likes of 
Thatcher, Powell, Biffen, Foot, Castle, Jenkins, 
Benn and Healey. It is an epitaph of which 
anyone could be proud, but before that moment 
arrives, the fight to clear his name of allegations 
of historic child sexual abuse must go on. 
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BLACK fLAG doWN
COUNTER-EXTREMISM, 
DEFEATING DAESH AND 
WINNING THE BATTLE 
OF IDEAS

LIAM BYrNE

It was supposed to be mission accomplished. 
Yet nearly ten years after the so-called victory in 
Iraq, the West faces a terror threat 
unprecedented since the Cold War, as ISIL, Al 
Qaeda and their allies set out to build an empire 
of intolerance – a 21st-century theocracy with 
seventh-century values stretching from Portugal 
to Pakistan. We need to step-up the fi ghtback 
– yet we’re at risk of plunging into our enemies’ 
trap.

At home we are becoming suspicious societies, 
infl amed by the likes of Donald Trump and 
Marine Le Pen, where British Muslims fear 
being seen as the enemy within. Online, we’re 
disorganised and lack the cohesion to fi ght 
extremist recruiters on the digital battlefront. 
And in the Middle East, we are without the 
coalition needed to isolate and undermine our 
enemy in the 21st-century battle of beliefs. 

From the frontline in Iraq to the streets of inner 
city Birmingham, Liam Byrne brings together 
fresh, grassroots research with young British 
Muslims, frank interviews with intelligence and 
police offi cers, and frontline reports from across 
the Middle East to offer not questions, but bold 
new answers to one of the biggest challenges 
of our time: how to bring down the black fl ag of 
extremism.

£12.99

256pp

A format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900952

November 2016

Rights: World

LIAM BYRNE MP has served 
Britain’s biggest Muslim 
community in parliament, 
Birmingham Hodge Hill, for over a 
decade. A Home Offi ce minister for 
two years, he sits on the Council of 
Europe’s Committee on Terrorism. 
He served as Chief Secretary to 
the Treasury in Gordon Brown’s 
government.

VICTorIA CroSS HEroES 
VoLUME II

MICHAEL ASHCrofT

Victoria Cross Heroes Volume II will tell the true, 
action-packed stories behind more than 50 
awards of the VC, Britain and the 
Commonwealth’s most prestigious gallantry 
medal for courage in the face of the enemy.

The book will give extraordinary accounts of the 
bravery behind the newest additions to Lord 
Ashcroft’s VC collection – those decorations 
purchased in the last decade. It is the follow-up 
to the best-selling Victoria Cross Heroes, fi rst 
published in 2006 to mark the 150th 
anniversary of the VC. 

Courageous soldiers, sailors and airmen will all 
feature in the new book. Lord Ashcroft, who 
has had a fascination with bravery since he was 
a young boy, now owns approaching 200 VCs, 
by far the largest collection of its kind in the 
world.

The stories will span from the Crimean War, 
which led to the creation of the VC by Queen 
Victoria in 1856, to the Second World War. 
Other major wars that will be covered include 
the First World War (1914-18), the Second Boer 
War (1899-1902) and the Indian Mutiny 
(1857-58). 

The author believes that inspirational brave 
deeds should be championed and never 
forgotten.

£25

432pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900976

November 2016

Rights: World

LORD ASHCROFT KCMG PC 
is an international businessman, 
philanthropist, author and pollster. 
He was deputy chairman of the 
Conservative Party and is founder 
and chairman of the board of 
trustees of Crimestoppers. He is a 
trustee of Imperial War Museums, 
chairman of the trustees of 
Ashcroft Technology Academy 
and chancellor of Anglia Ruskin 
University. 
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PUMPKINfLoWErS
A SOLDIER’S STORY

MATTI frIEdMAN

It was just one remote hilltop in an unnamed 
war in the late 1990s, but it would send out 
ripples that are still felt today, foreshadowing 
the chaos of 21st-century confl icts in the 
Middle East. The hill, in Lebanon, was called 
the Pumpkin; ‘fl owers’ was the military code 
word for casualties.

Part memoir, part reportage and part haunting 
elegy for lost youth, award-winning writer Matti 
Friedman’s powerful account follows the band 
of young soldiers – the author among them 
– conscripted out of high school into holding 
this remote outpost, and explores how the task 
would change them forever.

Pumpkinfl owers is a lyrical yet devastating 
insight into the day-to-day realities of war, and a 
powerful coming-of-age narrative. Raw and 
beautifully rendered, this essential chronicle 
casts an unfl inching look at the nature of 
modern warfare, in which there is never a clear 
victor and innocence is not all that is lost.

‘A haunting yet wry tale of young people at 
war, cursed by political forces beyond their 
control, that can stand alongside the best 
narrative non-fi ction coming out of 
Afghanistan and Iraq.’ Kirkus Reviews

£12.99

256pp

B format hardback 

ISBN: 9781785900433

May 2016

Rights: UK Comm

MATTI FRIEDMAN is the author 
of The Aleppo Codex, which won 
the 2014 Sami Rohr Prize, the 
American Library Association’s 
Sophie Brody Medal, and other 
awards. A former correspondent 
for the Associated Press, his work 
has appeared in the Wall Street 

Journal, The Atlantic, the New York 

Times, Tablet, and elsewhere. He 
was born in Toronto and lives in 
Jerusalem.

MY STIr-frIEd LIfE
A SPICY MEMOIR

KEN HoM

This is the fascinating story of how food 
transformed the life of a boy brought up in 
poverty in Chicago’s Chinatown, who went on 
to become one of the world’s greatest 
authorities on Chinese and Asian food. Ken 
Hom is a household name in Britain, his wildly 
popular cookbooks and brand-named woks 
can be found in one out of every eight British 
kitchens.

His story begins with a tough childhood in 
Chicago. Aged just eight months when his 
father died, Hom was raised by his mother in 
an atmosphere of abject poverty. Food was his 
escape; it was a passion and solitary comfort, 
and it was a way of earning money – as an 
eleven-year-old schoolboy, Ken worked in the 
kitchen of his uncle’s Chinese restaurant, where 
he developed an interest in cooking. 

From obscure beginnings, Hom went on to 
become one of the most celebrated TV chefs of 
all time, not only transforming his own life, but 
also changing the British perception of Asian 
food. This is the story of that improbable 
journey.

My Stir-fried Life is the epicurean’s epic, a 
gastronomic narrative that lifts the spirits, 
tantalises the taste buds and feeds the soul of 
anyone and everyone who loves cooking, from 
the keen novice to the accomplished 
connoisseur. 

£20

336pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781849549783

September 2016

Rights: World

KEN HOM OBE is a presenter, 
author, cook and restaurateur. His 
fi rst book, Ken Hom’s Chinese 

Technique was published in 
America in 1981. He has written 
thirty-seven books, including most 
recently, The Complete Chinese 

Cookbook and (with Ching-He 
Huang) Exploring China: A Culinary 

Adventure.
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GoodBYE, PET
AND SEE YOU IN HEAVEN

BEL MooNEY

When Bel Mooney’s beloved small dog died, 
she was astonished at the depth of her sorrow 
and the emptiness in her life. A woman who 
always thought herself entirely aware of her 
own feelings became unwell and confused 
when the small dog was no longer there. 

Social media posts and then a newspaper 
article about her feelings brought a deluge of 
responses. People sent pictures of their dogs 
and cats, personal anecdotes, and stories. It 
was then that she decided to explore these 
feelings. Why do humans mourn animals? Are 
people absurd to fancy that their beloved pets 
can go to heaven, or is this another way of 
expressing the belief that a very special kind of 
love will inevitably continue after death.

On her quest to discover more about pet 
bereavement, Bel sets off on a personal journey 
of discovery. She visits pet cemeteries, private 
and public. She watches some of her dog’s 
ashes being made into jewellery and is 
reminded of ancient reliquaries. She fi nds out 
about Ancient Egypt (where they embalmed 
their precious pets), about the legend of St 
Roch (whose life was saved by a dog), and 
discovers what the great world faiths think 
about pets and heaven.
 
This is an intensely personal, affectionate, 
fascinating and at times deeply moving 
exploration of the love of a pet – which can 
transcend death. Enriched by stories and 
quotations, it is a book that will be treasured by 
anyone who has loved an animal – or who 
intends to share life with a four-legged friend.

£12.99

302pp

B format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900600

September 2016

Rights: World

BEL MOONEY is one of Britain’s 
most successful journalists and, 
during her long career, has written 
for publications as diverse as 
Cosmopolitan, the Daily Mirror, 
the Sunday Times, The Times 
and the Daily Mail. She is also the 
author of over twenty-fi ve books, 
including six novels and the highly 
successful Kitty and Friends series 
of children’s books for Egmont.

ANIMALISEd
HARRY OTTER, SQUIRELLY 
CLINTON & OTHER FANTASTIC 
CREATIONS

MAUrEEN LIPMAN

This sumptuously illustrated book presents a 
dizzying array of celebrity/animal paranomasia 
(Greek for ‘mash-up’!) produced on an iPad by 
one of our most celebrated actors and author.

Here you will meet Brad Pitbull and Angelemur 
Jolie, next to Johnny Deppard and Jake 
Gorillenhall; Luseal Ball and Andy Warthog next 
to Joan Crowford, and Yeti Davis next to 
Vanessie Redgrave, among many others. 

The idea for this book came from a doodle of a 
steer in a dinner jacket Lipman made and to 
whom she gave a green carnation and named 
him Oscar Wildebeest. After that she turned 
obsessive and bored the ass off all her friends 
and family. When she woke at 3 a.m. and said 
out loud, “Tuna Stubbs!”, the die was cast. 

£12.99

120pp

Demy hardback

ISBN: 9781785900969

September 2016

Rights: World

MAUREEN LIPMAN is one of 
Britain’s most celebrated actors, as 
well as a bestselling author many 
times over.
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THE MArGArET 
THATCHEr CoLoUrING 
BooK

NATHAN BrENVILLE

As Britain’s fi rst female Prime Minister, Margaret 
Thatcher used her cast iron will to help change 
the face of Britain and the world. Even after her 
death she remains a controversial fi gure, with 
many disputing her political legacy.

For the fi rst time, however, the creative reader 
can trace, colour and shade the life of Britain’s 
most infl uential post-war Prime Minister through 
over 60 sumptuous satirical line drawings 
depicting an abundance of scenes from the 
career of Mrs Thatcher. 

By turns inspirational and hilarious, The 
Margaret Thatcher Colouring Book is an 
essential buy for the politics buff seeking hours 
of creative and relaxing fun.

£8.99

64pp illustrations

210mm x 148mm paperback

ISBN: 9781785900990

September 2016

Rights: World

NATHAN BRENVILLE is a 
freelance illustrator and animator. 
He has worked for the BBC, The 

Economist, Microsoft, the London 
Transport Museum and the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. He is 
also a correspondent for Urban 
Sketchers London, and a graduate 
of Central Saint Martins.

TrILLIoN doLLAr BABY
HOW NORWAY BEAT THE OIL 
GIANTS AND WON A LASTING 
FORTUNE

PAUL CLEArY

For most of its history, the remote and 
near-Arctic nation of Norway has eked out a 
marginal existence from fi shing, forestry and 
shipping. 

But things began to change after Christmas 
Eve 1969, which was the day when Phillips 
Petroleum discovered oil off the southern coast. 
As the revenue began fl owing, Norway put in 
place the most robust and visionary framework 
for extracting maximum benefi t from non-
renewable resources found anywhere in the 
world. 

Less than 20 years after the country began 
investing in what is now called the Government 
Pension Fund, Norway has the largest 
sovereign wealth fund in the world with assets 
of $940 billion. All of this money has been 
saved in just 18 years by a country with the 
population of just 5 million. What’s more, the 
fund is on track to hit the US$1 trillion mark 
within the next 2-3 years. Norway’s savings 
strategy means that it has taken a non-
renewable resource and turned it into a fi nancial 
asset that can last forever. 

The current generation of Norwegians now 
enjoy the highest standard of living in the world, 
but this has been achieved by a policy that will 
also hand on generations to come an 
endowment that will maintain this high standard 
of living long after the oil wealth has been 
completely exhausted.
 
This is the story of how they did it.

£12.99

224pp

B format hardback

ISBN: 9781785901003

September 2016

Rights: UK

PAUL CLEARY fi rst heard about 
Norway’s model when he worked 
in far-fl ung East Timor, and has 
been fascinated by it ever since. 
He travelled to the country in 
2013 to interview political leaders, 
senior public servants and ordinary 
Norwegians about what the country 
has achieved. He is a senior writer 
at The Australian newspaper where 
he has specialised in covering the 
resources boom. He is author of 
Too Much Luck: The Mining Boom 

and Australia’s Future and Minefi eld.
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fIGHTING WITH ALLIES
AMERICA AND BRITAIN IN 
PEACE AND WAR

roBIN rENWICK

It was Winston Churchill who, in his speech at 
Fulton, Missouri, advocated a ‘special 
relationship between the British Commonwealth 
... and the United States ... the continuance of 
intimate relationships between our military 
advisers, leading to the common study of 
potential dangers’. 

Through the eyes of Churchill, Roosevelt and 
their successors, Robin Renwick traces the 
development of the Anglo-American 
relationship since the desperate summer of 
1940, and the part it played in the shaping of 
the post-war world. 

Detecting once again a whiff of the 1930s in the 
air, he concludes that, as one of the ties that 
binds Europe and North America, the 
relationship remains an important one, and not 
only to Britain and the United States. There are 
many on both sides of the Atlantic who will 
think that the world would have been poorer 
without it. Its future will depend on learning the 
lessons of military overstretch in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and resolving the mismatch 
between Britain’s desire to play a role in world 
affairs and the resources allocated to doing so. 

£20

384pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781849549790

October 2016

Rights: World

ROBIN RENWICK, Lord Renwick 
of Clifton KCMG, is a crossbench 
peer in the House of Lords. He 
was ambassador to South Africa 
in the period leading to the release 
of Nelson Mandela, then British 
ambassador to the United States 
between 1991 and 1995. He is the 
author of many books including A 

Journey with Margaret Thatcher. 
He lives in London.

£16.99

336pp

Demy hardback

ISBN: 9781785900945

July 2016

Rights: World

JOHN MCENTEE is a diary 
columnist for the Daily Mail. 
Previously, he worked for the Daily 

Express, on the long-running 
‘William Hickey’ gossip column.

I’M NoT oNE To 
GoSSIP BUT…

JoHN MCENTEE

From an embarrassing encounter with the late 
Jim Callaghan (and his impressive member) in 
the gentlemen’s toilet of the Savoy Hotel, and 
being fl eeced in El Vino by a drunken Kingsley 
Amis, to being accused of killing actor Derek 
Nimmo, John’s McEntee’s enchanting 
autobiography is not just another Fleet Street 
memoir. 

John was the last ‘Wiliam Hickey’ gossip 
columnist on the Daily Express and was the 
author of the spikey ‘Wicked Whispers’ gossip 
column on the Daily Mail. 

As London Correspondent of the Irish Press he 
covered the IRA terror campaign while regularly 
enjoying illicit hooch distilled by the offi ce 
wireman – a noble calling rendered extinct by 
technology. Along the way he had a front row 
seat witnessing the theatrical editorships of Eve 
Pollard and Rosie Boycott. 

John also vividly recalls a curious Irish 
childhood dominated by a delightfully eccentric 
mother, though this book is a far cry from 
Angela’s Ashes! He also confesses to 
inadvertently shortening the life of the oldest 
man in Ireland but that’s another story…
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THE CorrUPTIoN 
of CAPITALISM
WHY RENTIERS THRIVE AND 
WORK DOES NOT PAY

GUY STANdING

We live in an age of extreme inequality. We are 
repeatedly told that work is the best route out 
of poverty, yet in 2014 more of the income-poor 
in the UK were in jobs rather than out of them.

Guy Standing, bestselling author of The 
Precariat, reveals the devastating effects of the 
construction of a global market economy. At 
the heart of the problem is the construction by 
successive governments, working in the 
interests of elites, of a system in which property 
– fi nancial, physical and intellectual – is 
controlled by a tiny but enormously powerful 
rentier class, at the expense of all the rest of us. 

The rental income obtained from assets and 
from the exploitation of scarce resources from 
oil to pharmaceutical licences has rapidly 
become the dominant force in the global 
economy, aided by government subsidies, tax 
breaks and systemically corrupt deals.

The book reveals the extent to which global 
capitalism has been rigged in favour of 
rent-seekers to the detriment of workers – not 
just those in low-paid and precarious 
employment, but the professionals and 
entrepreneurs we like to think of as the drivers 
of our economy. The implications of the Age of 
Rentier Capitalism go beyond the economic 
sphere, as the plutocracy fund and infl uence 
political parties, while media ownership is 
concentrated in the hands of a few powerful 
individuals.

£20

320pp

Demy hardback

ISBN: 9781785900440

July 2016

Rights: World

GUY STANDING is co-president of 
the Basic Income Earth Network. 
His books include The Precariat: 

The New Dangerous Class, 

Work after Globalization: Building 

Occupational Citizenship and 
Beyond the New Paternalism: 

Basic Security as Equality. He lives 
in Switzerland.

THE ALTErNATIVE
TOWARDS A NEW 
PROGRESSIVE POLITICS

LISA NANdY, CAroLINE LUCAS 
& CHrIS BoWErS

The 2015 election result was a disappointment 
for everyone on the progressive wing of British 
politics. It was a huge blow for Labour, which 
had hoped to capitalise on the unpopular 
austerity measures taken by the Coalition. It 
was a disaster for the Liberal Democrats who 
now face a struggle to survive. And it was an 
election of dashed hopes for the Greens, who 
saw both their membership and their average 
share of the vote rise, but failed to add to their 
one parliamentary seat. 

The essays in The Alternative make the case for 
a new, plural, radical politics. Drawn from a 
broad range of politicians and civil society 
experts, they present a base of core values 
around which progressives can unite, proposing 
a number of policy ideas that embody those 
values and, crucially, setting out an urgently 
needed new form of politics to achieve them.

How could some form of progressive 
government come about in 2020? What policy 
platform would enable Labour, Lib Dems, 
Greens and Nationalists to cooperate to the 
point where they could create, if not a formal 
coalition, then a progressive alliance for 
government? How could enough of the 
disparate non-Conservative vote be harnessed 
behind a united force for government?

These are the questions tackled by this book. 
There seems to be a new appetite for politics, 
and it is up to the progressive forces to create 
the mechanisms for this to happen.

£12.99

384pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900495

July 2016

Rights: World

LISA NANDY is the Labour MP for 
Wigan. 

CAROLINE LUCAS is the Green 
Party MP for Brighton Pavilion. 

CHRIS BOWERS is a writer and 
broadcaster. He has been a 
councillor on Lewes District Council 
since 2007and is a former Lib Dem 
group leader.
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£12.99

336pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900983

September 2016

Rights: World

OWEN BENNETT is political 
reporter for the Huffi ngton Post UK. 
He is a regular contributor to the 
BBC and Sky News and has written 
for the New Statesman website 
and other political blogs. He is the 
author of Following Farage: On the 

trail of the People’s Army.

fEAr ANd LoATHING oN 
THE BrEXIT TrAIL

oWEN BENNETT

From Boris Johnson to Nigel Farage, and 
George Galloway to Douglas Carswell, the 
campaign to get the UK out of the EU has 
brought together some of the most colourful 
characters in British politics.

With this once-in-a-generation opportunity to 
free the UK from the grip of Brussels, you 
would think those pushing for Brexit would be 
working together in harmony to persuade Brits 
to vote Leave in this summer’s referendum.

But as D-Day draws near, it seems the separate 
Leave groups are spending as much energy 
fi ghting each other as they are taking on the 
Remain campaign.

Journalist Owen Bennett brings you the inside 
story of the battle for Brexit, from the massing 
of the UKIP footsoldiers after the General 
Election, the Judean People’s Front nature of 
the Leave groups, to the arrival of the Cabinet 
cavalry to the cause after Cameron’s Brussels 
deal.

Will the factions pull together in time to get the 
UK out of the EU? Or will the life’s work of so 
many people fall at the fi nal hurdle in a fi t of 
squabbles and splits?

CoMEUPPANCE
MY EXPERIENCES IN AN 
INDIAN PRISON

JAMES TooLEY

James Tooley has been described as a 
21st-century Indiana Jones, who travelled to 
remote villages and slums in developing 
countries to track something that many 
regarded as mythical – private schools serving 
the poor. Now Tooley was back in India, in the 
city of Hyderabad, because it was here where 
he fi rst discovered these schools and wrote 
about them in an award-winning book, The 
Beautiful Tree, which also documented state 
corruption and the attempt to eliminate these 
schools. Now, it was time for payback; he was 
arrested and thrown in prison.

Conditions in Indian prison were dire. His fi rst 
cell was tiny, devoid of any furniture and 
completely empty, apart from three piles of shit. 
But the other prisoners were extraordinarily 
kind. Chillingly, many had been in prison for 
years, never charged with anything, innocent of 
any crime, often victims of police corruption, 
too poor to afford to go to court to get bail. 
Unlike the prisoners, the jailors were typically 
brutal. 

Throughout the experience, Tooley realised, day 
by day, how the rule of law is fundamental to 
the workings of a good society. It’s a comfort 
blanket we take for granted, but without which 
all human fl ourishing is threatened, especially 
for the poor. Tooley sees how the human spirit, 
amongst even those wrongfully imprisoned, can 
soar above the brutality and tyranny of those in 
authority. 

£18.99

356pp

Demy hardback

ISBN: 9781785901010

August 2016

Rights: World

JAMES TOOLEY is a professor of 
education policy at the University 
of Newcastle upon Tyne, where 
he directs the E. G. West Centre. 
He is the author of The Beautiful 

Tree: A Personal Journey into How 

the World’s Poorest People are 

Educating Themselves.
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£25

352pp 

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900938

August 2016

Rights: World

ANN CLWYD has been the Labour 
Member of Parliament for Cynon 
Valley since 1984. She was re-
elected at the 2015 UK General 
Election.

ANN CLWYd
A POLITICAL LIFE

ANN CLWYd

For more than thirty years, since she was 
elected the Member of Parliament for the 
former mining seat of Cynon Valley in South 
Wales, Ann Clwyd has been one of Labour’s 
star performers. 

A consummate constituency politician, she has 
consistently been led by her conscience to 
support a number of human rights causes and 
campaigns, often beyond these shores, and 
most notably in the Middle East. After holding a 
number of shadow ministerial posts, she rose 
to particular prominence when Tony Blair made 
her his Special Envoy on Human Rights in Iraq 
in the run-up to the war, an association that 
would later cause her to be viewed as 
controversial within her own party.

Hers is a life that has also encompassed 
tragedy. In 2012 she railed against the low 
nursing standards that had allowed staff at the 
University Hospital of Wales in Cardiff to treat 
her dying husband with coldness, resentment, 
indifference and contempt. Her very public 
attempts to highlight what she saw as a 
‘normalisation of cruelty’ within the NHS led to 
opprobrium from some on her own benches, 
for whom the NHS is above criticism, but led to 
an impressed David Cameron appointing her to 
advise on complaints handling within the 
service.

Ann Clwyd has lived a full and meaningful 
political life and she continues to fi ght for what 
she believes in.

£10.99

608pp 16pp photo 

B format paperback 

ISBN: 9781785900228

September 2016

Rights: World

LORD ASHCROFT KCMG PC is an 
international businessman, author 
and philanthropist. He was deputy 
chairman of the Conservative Party 
and founder and chairman of the 
board of trustees of Crimestoppers. 
He is a trustee of Imperial War 
Museums, chairman of the trustees 
of Ashcroft Technology Academy and 
chancellor of Anglia Ruskin University. 

ISABEL OAKESHOTT was political 
editor of the Sunday Times and is 
currently political editor-at-large of 
the Daily Mail.

CALL ME dAVE
THE UNAUTHORISED 
BIOGRAPHY OF DAVID 
CAMERON — FULLY UPDATED

MICHAEL ASHCrofT ANd 
ISABEL oAKESHoTT

After a decade as Conservative Party leader, 
David Cameron remains an enigma to those 
outside his tight-knit inner circle. This 
authoritative biography of Britain’s youngest 
Prime Minister for nearly 200 years provides a 
fascinating insight into the man only those 
closest to him know. Based on hundreds of 
interviews, with everyone from Westminster 
insiders to intimate friends, this book reveals 
the real David Cameron. 

What are his greatest strengths and his biggest 
weaknesses? How did he reach the top, fi rst in 
the party and then as the leader of the UK’s fi rst 
coalition government since the Second World 
War, and then as winner of the most surprising 
election victory of recent times? How did he 
deal with everything from political triumph to 
personal tragedy? This updated edition of the 
bestselling unauthorised biography answers all 
these questions and more.

From Eton to Oxford, through gap-year 
adventures in Russia to his early days as a 
party apparatchik and his stint as a PR man, 
the book scrutinises Cameron’s journey to the 
premiership — and his record as the most 
powerful man in the land.

‘The most explosive political book of the 
decade.’ Daily Mail

‘A lively, well-researched read, and will be 
required reading for anyone who wants to 
know more about our politics or prime 
minister.’ Daily Telegraph
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CoMrAdE CorBYN
A VERY UNLIKELY COUP: HOW 
JEREMY CORBYN STORMED TO 
THE LABOUR LEADERSHIP

roSA PrINCE

He is a most unlikely revolutionary: a middle-
aged, middle-class former grammar school boy 
who honed his radicalism on the mean streets of 
rural Shropshire. Until recently, Jeremy Corbyn 
was barely known outside political circles, yet 
last summer he rode a wave of popular 
enthusiasm to win the Labour Party leadership 
by a landslide, with a greater mandate than any 
British political leader before him.

So how did this very British iconoclast manage 
to snatch the leadership of a party he spent forty 
years rebelling against? Who is he and where did 
he come from? 

From Corbyn’s cosy rural upbringing, through 
three marriages – including his decision to 
divorce one wife for sending their son to 
grammar school – and his long espousal of 
contentious causes, from Irish Republicanism 
and a free Palestine to opposition to military 
action in Syria and Iraq, Comrade Corbyn tells 
the intriguing story of the most unexpected 
leader in modern British politics.

‘Comrade Corbyn is a real political thriller 
with a revolutionary ending. This is British 
politics’ most incredible political journey. 
Ever.’ Kevin Maguire, Daily Mirror

‘Fascinating and forensic – a real insight 
into the making of Labour’s accidental 
leader.’ Mary Riddell, Daily Telegraph

£20

400pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781849549967

February 2016

Rights: World

ROSA PRINCE was born and raised 
in London. She is an award-winning 
political journalist and was part 
of the team that broke the 2009 
expenses scandal. A member of 
the Parliamentary Lobby for more 
than ten years for the Daily Mirror 

and Daily Telegraph, Rosa was 
also US correspondent for the Daily 

Telegraph.

£10.99

352pp 

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900297

March 2016

Rights: World

MICHAEL CRICK is a journalist, 
biographer and broadcaster. After 
two years as a trainee journalist 
with ITN, he was a founder member 
of Channel 4 News in 1982, and 
later served as the programme’s 
Washington correspondent. He 
joined the BBC in 1990, where he 
worked for Newsnight, winning 
many awards and earning a 
reputation for dogged investigative 
journalism and pursuing politicians. 
He is now Political Correspondent 
for Channel 4 News.

MILITANT

MICHAEL CrICK

When it was originally published in 1984, 
Michael Crick’s treatise on the Militant Tendency 
was widely acclaimed as a masterly work of 
investigative journalism, and although the rise of 
Jeremy Corbyn can be attributed more to the 
phenomenon of ‘Corbynmania’ than hard-left 
entrism, to some within the party, Crick’s 
ground-breaking book must seem like a lesson 
from history.

Updated and expanded, Crick explores the 
origins, organisation and aims of Militant, the 
secret Trotskyite organisation that operated 
clandestinely within the Labour Party, edging 
out adversaries at grassroots level and 
recruiting people to its own ranks, which, at its 
peak in the mid-1980s, swelled to around 
8,000 members. Whilst eventually most of its 
leaders were expelled, it caused damaging rifts 
within the party and closed the door to 
Downing Street for almost a generation.
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£10.99

496pp 

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900266

February 2016

Rights: World

JOHN GOLDING was the Labour 
MP for Newcastle-under-Lyme. 
He served in the governments of 
Wilson and Callaghan, and was 
a whip in opposition. He later 
became General Secretary of the 
National Communications Union. 
He died in 1999.

HAMMEr of THE LEfT
THE BATTLE FOR THE SOUL OF 
THE LABOUR PARTY

JoHN GoLdING

“We went into the general election with an 
unelectable leader, in a state of chaos with a 
manifesto that might have swept us to victory in 
cloud cuckoo land, but which was held in 
contempt in the Britain of 1983.”

It is said that those who do not learn from past 
mistakes are doomed to repeat them, and 
though Golding was describing the Labour 
Party of the early 1980s, he could just as easily 
have been talking about its situation today.

A lurch to the left and a party in turmoil — the 
ascension of Jeremy Corbyn as Labour leader 
will, for many, trigger only unhappy memories of 
the dark days of the 1970s and ’80s, when the 
party was plagued by a civil war that threatened 
to end all hopes of re-election.

In that battle, moderate elements fought the 
illiberal hard left for the soul of Labour; that they 
won, paving the way for later electoral 
successes, was down to men and women like 
John Golding.

In this visceral, no-holds-barred account, 
Golding describes how he took on and helped 
defeat the Militant Tendency and the rest of the 
hard left, providing not only a vivid portrait of 
political intrigue and warfare, but a timely 
reminder for the party of today of the dangers 
of disunity and of drifting too far from electoral 
reality.

HAroLd WILSoN
THE UNPRINCIPLED PRIME 
MINISTER?

EdITEd BY KEVIN HICKSoN 
ANd ANdrEW CrINES

This year marks the centenary of Harold 
Wilson’s birth, the fi ftieth anniversary of his most 
impressive general election victory and forty 
years since his dramatic resignation as Prime 
Minister.

He was one of the longest-serving premiers of 
the twentieth century, having won a staggering 
four general elections, yet, despite this 
monumental record, his place in Labour’s 
history remains somewhat ambiguous.

By the end of his two periods in power, both 
the left and right of the party were highly critical 
of Wilson – the former regarding him as a traitor 
to socialism, the latter as contributing directly to 
British decline.

With contributions from leading experts in the 
fi elds of political study, and from Wilson’s own 
contemporaries, this remarkable new study 
offers a timely and wide-ranging reappraisal of 
one of the giants of twentieth-century politics, 
examining the context within which he 
operated, his approach to leadership and 
responses to changing social and economic 
norms, the successes and failure of his policies, 
and how he was viewed by peers from across 
the political spectrum. Finally, it examines the 
overall impact of Harold Wilson on the 
development of British politics.

‘A compelling read for all concerned about 
the current state of the Labour Party.’ 
Polly Toynbee

£20

352pp

Royal hardback 

ISBN: 9781785900310

March 2016

Rights: World

DR KEVIN HICKSON is senior 
lecturer in Politics at the University 
of Liverpool. 

DR ANDREW CRINES is lecturer in 
British Politics at the University of 
Liverpool.
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£25

352pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781849549974

May 2016

Rights: World

£25

320pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781849549752

January 2016

Rights: World

THE WITCHfINdEr GENErAL
A POLITICAL ODYSSEY

JoYCE GoULd

Joyce Gould boasts an impressive list of experiences and 
accomplishments. Through sixty-four years as a Labour 
Party member, she has fought for universal equality, for the 
right to a good standard of life for all, and for the spirit of her 
beloved party.

The Witchfi nder General is the political autobiography of the 
woman who notoriously made Labour electable again – 
nicknamed the Witchfi nder General for her determination to 
end the debilitating discord of the 1980s by uncovering and 
removing the Militant Tendency. It is a social history as seen 
through the eyes of someone who lived it, and a personal 
history of a pharmacist’s apprentice turned political warrior, 
who has dedicated her life to making the world a better 
place.

GoING NoWHErE
A MEMOIR

JoAN rUddoCK

The story of Joan Ruddock, who came to lead one of 
Britain’s biggest protest movements and went on to 
address the United Nations and become an MP and 
minister, is a remarkable one. Her role as chair of the 
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament brought both adulation 
and derision, surveillance by MI5, and a government 
attempt to get her sacked from her day job. 

After her election to the Commons, she held three 
consecutive shadow portfolios and, by 1997, was thought 
to be on the fast track to high offi ce. Why, then, did Blair 
pass her over in his fi rst round of appointments, leaving her 
‘going nowhere’?

£14.99

336pp

Demy hardback 

ISBN: 9781849549745

January 2016

Rights: World

LYNNE FEATHERSTONE was the 
Liberal Democrat MP for Hornsey 
and Wood Green between 2005 
and 2015. She was a junior 
minister with responsibility for 
criminal information and equality, 
then international development, 
before becoming a Minister of 
State at the Home Offi ce. She 
was the originator and architect 
of same-sex marriage, and Equal 

Ever After tells the extraordinary 
story of how she made it happen.

EQUAL EVEr AfTEr
THE FIGHT FOR SAME-SEX 
MARRIAGE – AND HOW I MADE 
IT HAPPEN

LYNNE fEATHErSToNE

“My story starts at the very end of the journey 
to equal marriage rights. I stand on the 
shoulders of giants...”

In the future, people will fi nd it diffi cult to believe 
that, until 2014, somewhere between 5 and 10 
per cent of Britain’s population were excluded 
from marriage.

As Equalities Minister during the coalition 
government, Lynne Featherstone played a 
fundamental role in rectifying this. From setting 
the wheels in motion within government, to her 
experiences of the abuse with which the gay 
community is regularly confronted, through her 
rebuttals against the noise and fury of her 
opponents, and fi nally to the making of history, 
Lynne details the surprising twists and turns of 
the fi ght. Filled with astonishing revelations 
about fi nding allies in unexpected places and 
encountering resistance from unforeseen foes, 
Equal Ever After is an honest account of one 
woman’s pivotal efforts during the turbulent fi nal 
mile.

This is real, lived history – recent history. Many 
of us celebrated on the day the dream became 
reality; many of us know people whose lives 
were changed by the events described here. In 
this inside story, Lynne reveals the emotional 
lows and the exhilarating highs involved in 
turning hard-won social acceptance into 
tangible legal equality.
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£14.99

336pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781849549646

January 2016

Rights: World

DR JAMES D. BOYS is an 
Associate Professor of International 
Political Studies at Richmond 
University and was Senior Visiting 
Research Fellow at King’s College 
London between 2012 and 2015. 
Boys is the author of Clinton’s 

Grand Strategy: US Foreign Policy 

in a Post-Cold War World.

HILLArY rISING
THE POLITICS, PERSONA 
AND POLICIES OF A NEW 
AMERICAN DYNASTY

JAMES d. BoYS

On 12 April 2015, Hillary Clinton formally 
announced her intention to run for President in 
2016, casting herself as the ‘champion of 
everyday Americans’. With near-universal name 
recognition and the promise to make history as 
the fi rst female occupant of the Oval Offi ce, all 
seems set for Hillary to secure the one role that 
has eluded her to date, but what drives this 
most intriguing and polarising of political 
fi gures?

Will she be able to shake off her past mistakes 
and fi nally secure the Democratic Party’s 
nomination? What are her chances of winning 
the White House? And, perhaps more 
importantly, what kind of President would she 
make?

Drawing on original interviews with close 
associates of both Bill and Hillary, as well as a 
wealth of recently declassifi ed materials from 
the Clinton archive, James D. Boys offers a 
clearsighted, non-partisan analysis of Hillary’s 
rise to the pinnacle of American power, 
revealing the political ideology and core 
principles that have remained a constant 
throughout.

‘The Hillary Clinton of James D. Boys’s 
biography is a more nuanced and 
calculating character, closer – I’d have 
thought – to the truth.’ The Daily Telegraph

PrIME MINISTEr CorBYN
AND OTHER THINGS THAT 
NEVER HAPPENED

EdITEd BY dUNCAN BrACK 
ANd IAIN dALE

Enter a world of political counterfactuals: 
twenty-six expert examinations of things that 
never happened (or likely never will) – but easily 
could have if events had so conspired. 

In this book, a collection of distinguished 
commentators – including journalists, 
academics, former MPs and special advisers – 
consider how things might have turned out 
differently throughout a century of political 
history, from a permanent union between 
France and the UK in 1940, to Reagan and 
Thatcher being assassinated in 1981 and 1984 
respectively, and, looking into the future, 
Jeremy Corbyn becoming Prime Minister in 
2020. 

Scholarly analyses of possibilities and 
causalities take their place beside enthralling 
fictional accounts of alternate political histories 
– and all are guaranteed to entertain and make 
you think.

£14.99

384pp

B format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900457

June 2016

Rights: World

DUNCAN BRACK is editor of the 
Journal of Liberal History. 

IAIN DALE is an author, publisher, 
broadcaster and presenter on 
LBC Radio.
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MorE SEX, LIES ANd 
THE BALLoT BoX
ANOTHER 50 THINGS YOU 
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
BRITISH ELECTIONS

EdITEd BY PHILIP CoWLEY 
& roBErT ford

In their bestselling collection, Sex, Lies & the 
Ballot Box, Philip Cowley and Robert Ford shed 
light on some of our more unusual voting trends, 
ranging from why people lie about voting to how 
being attractive can get you elected.

In this equally illuminating and hilarious sequel 
they once again present fi fty accessible and 
concise chapters, written by leading political 
experts, that seek to examine the broader issues 
surrounding voting and elections in Britain. 

It is not just about sexual secrets and skewed 
surveys – though that is a part of it, to be sure. 
This fascinating volume covers everything you 
need to know (and the things you never 
thought you needed to know) about the 
bedroom habits, political untruths and voting 
nuances behind British electoral habits.

£14.99

336pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900907

September 2016

Rights: World

PHILIP COWLEY is Professor 
of Parliamentary Government at 
the University of Nottingham. His 
recent books include The British 

General Election of 2010. 

ROBERT FORD is Senior Lecturer 
in Politics at the University of 
Manchester. His latest book is 
Revolt on the Right: Explaining 

Support for the Radical Right in 

Britain.

Also available 
ISBN 9781849547550

101 WAYS To WIN AN 
ELECTIoN
SECOND EDITION

MArK PACK & EdWArd MAXfIELd

In politics there are no prizes for second place.

Packed with advice and practical examples, 
this guide reveals the insider secrets and skills 
you need to make sure you’re a winner on 
election day. In easily digestible bite-sized 
chapters, seasoned campaign professionals 
Mark Pack and Edward Maxfi eld share 
successful tactics from around the globe to 
help steer you on the course to power.

Learn to hate trees, always have more people 
than chairs and never, ever, forget the law of 
the left nostril. Heed these lessons and win that 
election!

‘The book is broken up into short and 
sweet chapters, which makes it easier to 
digest and use as a reference guide…’ 
Liberator

‘A rattling good read.’ Tribune

£12.99

256pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900914

September 2016

Rights: World

EDWARD MAXFIELD has 
worked as a campaigns and 
communications professional 
for over a decade. He has also 
worked as a lecturer, a lobbyist 
and for some of the world’s biggest 
business consultancy fi rms. 

MARK PACK is the Head of 
Digital at MHP Communications 
and Co-editor of blog Liberal 

Democrat Voice.
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THE BEST of TIMES

MArK fIELd MP

His acclaimed first book, Between the Crashes, 
having told the story of 2008’s financial crisis, 
Mark Field’s latest collection of contemporary 
essays, The Best of Times, charts the 
simmering tensions of its aftermath. 

Taking the reader through the compromises of 
coalition government, The Best of Times, 
untangles the rhetoric of deficit reduction from 
reality, and meaningful reform from political 
posture as the economy splutters back to life 
from the beginning of 2013 to the end of 2015.

Yet, for all the surprises delivered by the three 
years covered in The Best of Times, perhaps 
most shocking of all is how little has 
fundamentally changed. The dominant themes 
of Between the Crashes – the shift of global 
power, intergenerational conflict and 
disillusionment with capitalism – all still threaten 
to undermine Britain’s prosperity. 

As 2016 dawns and the Chinese miracle begins 
to crack, this book asks how many of our 
problems have been solved, not merely parked.

£14.99

384pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900730

May 2016

Rights: World

MARK FIELD is the Conservative 
MP for the Cities of London and 
Westminster constituencies.

£12.99

336pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900624

April 2016

Rights: World

£12.99

288pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900471

March 2016

Rights: World

£12.99

256pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781849549820

April 2016

Rights: World

HoW To BE A 
GoVErNMENT WHIP

HELEN JoNES

A light-hearted, behind-the-
scenes guide to the roles 
and functions of the Whips’ 
Offi ce, home to those party 
enforcers tasked with 
imposing discipline on 
members of the House of 
Commons. Aimed at 
politicians, but also at the 
general reader, this book 
will be of particular interest 
to those who are fascinated 
with this most mysterious 
but important of roles in the 
British political system.

HoW To WIN A 
MArGINAL SEAT

GAVIN BArWELL

During the 2015 general 
election, the contest in 
Gavin Barwell’s 
constituency of Croydon 
Central was, by any 
measure, one of the most 
intensive campaigns this 
country has ever seen. At 
the end of it, after an 
experience both physically 
and psychologically 
gruelling, Gavin had clung 
on by the skin of his teeth, 
and had a story well worth 
telling.

HoW To BE A 
CIVIL SErVANT

MArTIN STANLEY

When it was fi rst published 
in 2000, Martin Stanley’s 
seminal How to Be a Civil 
Servant was the fi rst 
guidebook to the British 
civil service ever published. 
This completely updated 
new edition provides 
advice about how civil 
servants should most 
effectively carry out their 
professional duties, and 
how they should respond 
to professional, ethical and 
technical issues pertinent 
to the job.
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£12.99

228pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781849549301

September 2015

Rights: World

£12.99

256pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781849549981

May 2016

Rights: World

£12.99

272pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781849542203

January 2012

Rights: World

HoW To BE A 
PArLIAMENTArY 
rESEArCHEr

roBErT dALE

With the help of case 
studies and guest writers, 
Robert Dale, himself a 
former parliamentary 
researcher, tells the 
fascinating story of how the 
MP’s offi ce has developed 
over recent decades, and 
combines practical advice 
with acute personal 
observations on how to get 
ahead as a researcher.

HoW To BE A 
SPIN doCTor

PAUL rICHArdS

Paul Richards shows that 
spin doctoring is a new 
phrase to describe a very 
old practice, explaining 
how all organisations, from 
political parties to 
community campaigns, 
small businesses and 
charities, can use the 
techniques of spin to 
protect their reputations, 
get their messages across 
and win public support.

HoW To BE AN MP

PAUL fLYNN

A guide for anyone and 
everyone fascinated by the 
quirks and foibles of 
Westminster Palace, 
covering all species of 
backbencher and providing 
every hardworking MP and 
political enthusiast with the 
know-how to survive life in 
Parliament. Indispensable 
reading for anyone wishing 
to make a mark from the 
back bench and infl uence 
proceedings in the House.

ProJECT fEAr
HOW AN UNLIKELY ALLIANCE 
LEFT A KINGDOM UNITED BUT 
A COUNTRY DIVIDED — FULLY 
UPDATED

JoE PIKE

When Scotland voted no to independence, it 
was hailed as a victory for the unique Better 
Together alliance, a triumph of cross-party 
collaboration, a coup for Westminster.

But the unionist relief proved to be premature.

Despite bitter referendum defeat, the Scottish 
National Party went on to conjure stunning 
general election success, almost eviscerating 
their rivals with an overwhelming surge of public 
support.

In this compelling insider account, Joe Pike goes 
behind the battle lines to uncover the secrets of 
the much-maligned No campaign, dubbed 
‘Project Fear’. Drawing on exclusive interviews 
with over sixty sources at the heart of the action, 
he reveals the tears, the tantrums and the tactical 
failings that saw a double-digit poll lead reduced 
to a nail-biting fi nale, with victory eventually 
coming at a catastrophic cost to the Labour Party.

Now, as the future of the union looks as uncertain 
as ever, this new, updated edition explores the 
striking parallels between the Scottish and EU 
referendums, and asks: where now for Scotland 
in the wake of a political landslide?

‘Shocking, riveting and hilarious. The 
Scottish Thick of It.’ Owen Jones

‘Explosive’ Alan Roden, Daily Mail

‘Fascinating’ Fraser Nelson, Spectator

£9.99

336pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900518

March 2016

Rights: World

JOE PIKE is a political reporter 
based at the Scottish Parliament, 
from where he covered the 
Scottish independence referendum 
and the 2015 General Election. 
Prior to this, he was a reporter for 
LBC and Classic FM. 
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THE MoST dANGEroUS 
PArTY IN BrITAIN? 
EXPLAINING THE 
EXTRAORDINARY RISE 
OF THE SNP

roBErT JoHNS ANd JAMES MITCHELL

For a decade now, the Scottish National Party 
has dominated the political narrative in 
Scotland. Since the dramatic end to the 
Scottish referendum campaign, and its near 
clean sweep in the 2015 general election, the 
party has become one of the big stories in 
politics throughout the United Kingdom. 

In this book, two established SNP-watchers 
explain how the party achieved power in 
Scottish politics and is subsequently gaining 
power at Westminster.

Examining the backgrounds and motivations of 
the party’s leaders, activists and voters, Johns 
and Mitchell draw a detailed portrait of the SNP 
today and debunk several myths along the way. 

£14.99

320pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781785900327

April 2016

Rights: World

ROBERT JOHNS is Reader in 
Politics at the University of Essex. 

JAMES MITCHELL is Professor 
of Public Policy at the University 
of Edinburgh’s Academy of 
Government.

SCoTTISH NATIoNAL 
PArTY LEAdErS

EdITEd BY GErrY HASSAN 
& JAMES MITCHELL

The story of the Scottish National Party is a 
dramatic one. It has changed Scotland and 
Britain and in the process has been changed 
itself.

The party survived against all the odds, and for 
decades had to endure irrelevance in electoral 
terms. From the 1960s onwards, it emerged as 
a serious force challenging the mainstream 
Westminster parties. Finally, from the 
establishment of the Scottish Parliament, the 
SNP has transformed into an effective 
opposition and become what it is today – a 
serious party of government.

This varied and diverse history has led to the 
culture and style of party leadership being very 
different across the 80 years of the party’s 
existence. This collection will examine all of the 
SNP’s formal leaders, along with a number of 
the most important and defi ning fi gures who 
contributed to shaping and infl uencing the 
party.

Scottish National Party Leaders is the fi rst ever 
analysis of the senior fi gures that made the 
SNP into the phenomenon it is today, and who 
have contributed to changing the face of 
Scottish and British politics. 

£25

352pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900921

September 2016

Rights: World

GERRY HASSAN is a writer, 
academic and a research fellow 
at the University of the West of 
Scotland.

JAMES MITCHELL is Professor 
of Public Policy at the University 
of Edinburgh’s Academy of 
Government. 
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THE KING WHo HAd 
To Go
EDWARD VIII, MRS SIMPSON 
AND THE HIDDEN POLITICS OF 
THE ABDICATION CRISIS

AdrIAN PHILLIPS

The untold story of the backroom politics 
behind the handling of the abdication crisis of 
1936. The King Who Had to Go deals in the 
harsh realities of how the machinery of 
government responds when even the King 
steps out of line. It reveals the pitiless and 
insidious battles in Westminster and Whitehall 
that settled the fate of the King and Mrs. 
Simpson. Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin had 
to fi ght against ministers and civil servants who 
were determined to pressure the King into 
giving up Mrs. Simpson and, when that failed, 
into abdicating. 

Dubious police reports on Mrs. Simpson’s sex 
life poisoned the government’s view of her and 
were used to blacken her reputation. Threats to 
sabotage her divorce were deployed to edge 
the King towards abdication. Covert intelligence 
operations convinced the hardliners that the 
badly coordinated and hopeless attempts of 
the King’s allies, particularly Winston Churchill, 
to keep him on the throne amounted to a 
sinister anti-constitutional conspiracy. 

The book also shows how the King doomed his 
chances of keeping the throne by wildly 
unrealistic goals and ill thought out schemes. 
As each side was overwhelmed by desperation 
and distrust, Baldwin somehow held the 
balance and steered the crisis to as smooth a 
conclusion as possible.

£20

336pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900259

October 2016

Rights: World

ADRIAN PHILLIPS worked as an 
investment analyst in London and 
Frankfurt with a particular interest 
in the political background to 
fi nancial markets for twenty-fi ve 
years before taking a postgraduate 
Masters in modern history at 
Birmingham University, specialising 
on the policy machinery at No. 10 
Downing Street during the 1930s.
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MrS KEPPEL
MISTRESS TO THE KING

ToM QUINN

The Duchess of Cornwall’s great-grandmother 
Alice Keppel was perhaps the greatest 
courtesan in history. She was extraordinary for 
a number of reasons, not least that she was for 
many years the lover of Edward VII, though 
managed to avoid the stigma of being a royal 
mistress. In fact, Edward was so devoted to her 
that he insisted she be received wherever he 
went. 

For Mrs Keppel, it was not how things were 
that mattered, but how they appeared. Her 
precepts were those of the English upper 
classes: discretion, manners, charm. Nothing 
else mattered. Sexual fi delity was for those 
lower down the social scale, but the 
appearance, at least, of civilized marriage was 
vital; as essential as pearls and furs and a hat at 
Ascot.

This remarkable book shows Mrs Keppel to 
have been one of the most compelling 
characters of the Edwardian era: charming, 
voracious, selfi sh, manipulative and strikingly 
modern. 

£20

272pp

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900488

September 2016

Rights: World

TOM QUINN is the author 
of Backstairs Billy, London’s 

Strangest Tales, The Cook’s Tale: 

Life Below Stairs as it Really Was 
and many more titles.
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£10.99

320pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900396

April 2016

Rights: World

£8.99

272pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900006

March 2016

Rights: World

fINdING THE PLoT
100 GRAVES TO VISIT BEFORE YOU DIE

ANN TrENEMAN

In this whirlwind tour of the 100 most fascinating graves in 
Britain, you’ll meet the real War Horse, Byron and his dog 
Boatswain, Florence Nightingale and her pet baby owl 
Athena, prime ministers, queens and kings, highwaymen, 
scientists, mistresses, the real James Bond and, of course, M. 
Then there are the writers, painters, poets, rakes and rogues, 
victims, the meek and the mild and the just plain mad.

‘The most fun I have ever had with dead bodies.’ 
Bill Bryson

‘Festooned with good stories.’ The Guardian

BACKSTAIrS BILLY
THE LIFE OF WILLIAM TALLON, THE 
QUEEN MOTHER’S MOST DEVOTED 
SERVANT

ToM QUINN

Charming, loyal, promiscuous and in possession of a truly 
wicked sense of humour, William Tallon, or ‘Backstairs Billy’ 
as he came to be known, entered royal service at the age of 
fi fteen and, over the next fi fty years, became one of the most 
notorious fi gures, and most remarkable characters, ever to 
have graced the royal household. 

‘A deliciously revealing biography.’ Craig Brown, Mail 
on Sunday

£12.99

384pp

Demy paperback

ISBN: 9781885900839

June 2016

Rights: World

MARTIN ADENEY was Industrial 
Correspondent of the Sunday 

Telegraph and Industrial Editor 
of the BBC before heading ICI’s 
communications team for eleven 
years, latterly as Vice President of 
Public Affairs. He now runs Martin 
Adeney Associates, a consultancy 
which offers PR services, advice 
and counsel to a range of 
companies and voluntary bodies.

BAGGAGE of EMPIrE
REPORTING POLITICS AND 
INDUSTRY IN THE SHADOW OF 
IMPERIAL DECLINE

MArTIN AdENEY 

Martin Adeney’s generation was the last to be 
born while the British Empire still existed. They 
were ‘twilight’s children’, and the consequences 
of Empire shaped them, and continue to shape 
those who came after.
 
Born in the British Middle East as the Empire 
tottered, Adeney would go on to report on the 
grand events of the post-Imperial age for The 
Guardian, as Industrial Correspondent for the 
Sunday Telegraph, and then as the BBC’s 
Industrial Editor. His career gave him a unique 
vantage point from which to observe the 
decline of the great industries and imperial 
trade cities; the retreat of the newspaper 
empires from the north to an almost exclusively 
Metropolitan viewpoint; the rise and fall of the 
trades unions which dominated politics from 
the end of the 1960s to the mid-1980s, and the 
rise of Thatcherism and big business.
 
This compelling blend of memoir and narrative 
history describes how many of the issues that 
preoccupied us in the late ’60s and early ’70s 
– including immigration, housing, social 
provision, education, industry and 
communications – remain the daily currency of 
our political discourse. It shows how, for all the 
material prosperity we enjoy and for all our 
cultural self-confi dence, we nonetheless nurture 
a lingering feeling of superiority alongside a 
perception that things were better in the past, 
when we, the British, were taken seriously. 

We are all still carrying the baggage of empire.
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THE MANTLE of 
CoMMANd
FDR AT WAR, 1941–1942

NIGEL HAMILToN

Based on years of archival research and 
interviews with the last surviving Roosevelt 
aides and family members, The Mantle of 
Command offers a radical new perspective on 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s masterful – and 
underappreciated – leadership of the Allied war 
effort. After the disaster of Pearl Harbor, we see 
Roosevelt devising a global strategy that will 
defeat Hitler and the Japanese, rescue Churchill 
and the British people, and quell a near 
insurrection of his own American generals and 
War Department. 

All the while, Hamilton’s account drives toward 
Operation Torch – the invasion of French 
Northwest Africa – and the outcome of the war 
hangs in the balance. The Mantle of Command 
is an intimate, sweeping look at a great 
President in history’s greatest confl ict.

‘Masterly.’ Wall Street Journal

‘The Mantle of Command is splendid: It’s 
the memoir Roosevelt didn’t get to write.’ 
New York Times Book Review

£25

528pp 8pp photos

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900563

March 2016

Rights: World

NIGEL HAMILTON is an award-
winning academic, biographer 
and broadcaster, whose works 
have been translated into sixteen 
languages. He is the author of a 
Whitbread Award-winning, three-
volume offi cial life of Viscount 
Montgomery of Alamein, the 
World War II Field Marshal, and 
biographies of Thomas Mann, Bill 
Clinton and many others. He lives 
in Boston.

CoMMANdEr IN CHIEf
FDR’S BATTLE WITH 
CHURCHILL, 1943

NIGEL HAMILToN

In the second instalment of his Roosevelt 
trilogy, Nigel Hamilton tells the astonishing story 
of FDR’s year-long, defi ning battle with 
Churchill, as the war raged in Africa and Italy.

Commander in Chief reveals the astonishing 
truth – suppressed by Winston Churchill in his 
memoirs – of how Roosevelt battled with 
Churchill to maintain the Allied strategy that 
would win the war. Roosevelt knew that the 
Allies should take Sicily but avoid a wider battle 
in southern Europe, building experience but 
saving strength to invade France in early 1944. 
Churchill seemed to agree at Casablanca – only 
to undermine his own generals and the Allied 
command, testing Roosevelt’s patience to the 
limit. Churchill was afraid of the invasion 
planned for Normandy, and pushed instead for 
disastrous fi ghting in Italy, thereby almost losing 
the war for the Allies. In a dramatic showdown, 
FDR fi nally set the ultimate course for victory by 
making the ultimate threat. 

This volume of Nigel Hamilton’s FDR War trilogy 
shows FDR in top form at a crucial time in the 
modern history of the West.

£25

528pp 8pp photos

Royal hardback

ISBN: 9781785900570

June 2016

Rights: World
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foLEY
THE SPY WHO SAVED 
10,000 JEWS  

MICHAEL SMITH

Frank Foley helped thousands of Jews escape 
from Germany. At the 1961 trial of Adolf 
Eichmann, he was described as a ‘Scarlet 
Pimpernel’, risking his own life to save those 
threatened with death by the Nazis. However, 
he remains virtually unknown, largely because 
his job as Passport Control Offi cer in Berlin was 
a cover for his real role as MI6 head of station in 
the German capital.

Foley was a British spy, a fact that made his 
efforts on behalf of the Jews even more 
dangerous. He had no diplomatic immunity and 
was liable to arrest at any time. He not only 
went into the concentration camps to get Jews 
out but hid them in his own home, helped them 
to get forged passports and, ignoring strict 
Home Offi ce rules, provided them with visas for 
Palestine.

It is estimated that he saved ten thousand 
people from the Holocaust. In this extraordinary 
book, bestselling author Michael Smith 
uncovers a remarkable man and tells his story 
with characteristic intelligence and humanity.

£10.99

400pp with 8pp plates

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900549

April 2016

Rights: UK

MICHAEL SMITH is an award-
winning journalist and bestselling 
author. Smith served in the British 
Army’s Intelligence Corps before 
joining the BBC. His books 
include The Secrets of Station X, 
Six: A history of Britain’s Secret 

Intelligence Service and most 
recently, The Debs of Bletchley 

Park.

£8.99

222pp

B format paperback

9781849549608

World excl Holland

£12.99

544pp

B format paperback

9781785900464

World

£9.99

352pp

B format paperback

9781849549097

World

£9.99

336pp

B format paperback

9781849540957

World

£9.99

512pp

B format paperback

9781849540780

World

£9.99

272pp

B format paperback

9781849549691

World
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£10.99

336pp

B format paperback

9781849547970

World

£9.99

304pp

B format paperback

9781849548274

World

£10.99

400pp

B format paperback

9781849547833

World

£9.99

304pp

B format paperback

9781849547185

World

£9.99

304pp

B format paperback

9781849548847

World

£9.99

320pp

B format paperback

9781849549066

World

£10.99

448pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900235

July 2016

Rights: World

£10.99

352pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900204

May 2016

Rights: World

BLACK HorSE rIdE
THE INSIDE STORY OF LLOYDS 
AND THE BANKING CRISIS

IVAN fALLoN

Black Horse Ride tells the inside story of what really 
occurred in the aftermath of the crash of Lehman Brothers, 
perhaps the worst single day in banking history, when even 
the mighty Merrill Lynch had to be rescued and HBOS had 
to be bailed out. Through a compelling cast of high-profi le 
bankers, politicians and investors, Ivan Fallon brings 
together the accounts of all the power players involved in 
this dramatic saga for the fi rst time – including the key roles 
played by the Governor of the Bank of England, the Prime 
Minister and the Treasury.

‘Faster paced than most thrillers, and should be read 
by everyone remotely interested in what happened to 
British banking over the past few decades.’ 
Independent on Sunday

CAPITALISM
MONEY, MORALS AND MARKETS

JoHN PLENdEr

In this incisive, clear-sighted guide, award-winning Financial 
Times journalist John Plender explores the paradoxes and 
pitfalls inherent in this extraordinarily dynamic mechanism – 
and in our attitudes to it. Taking us on a journey from the 
Venetian merchants of the Renaissance to the gleaming 
temples of commerce in 21st-century Canary Wharf via the 
South Sea Bubble, Dutch tulip mania and manic-depressive 
gambling addicts, Plender shows us our economic creation 
through the eyes of philosophers, novelists, poets, artists 
and the divines. 

‘A superbly erudite excursion through the theory and 
practice of market economies down the ages.’ 
Dominic Lawson, Sunday Times
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STANd BY YoUr 
MANHood
A GAME-CHANGER FOR 
MODERN MEN

PETEr LLoYd

Men are brilliant. Being a man is brilliant. 
Seriously, it is. Except for penile dysmorphia, 
circumcision, paying the bill, becoming a 
weekend father, critics who’ve been hating on 
us for, well, pretty much fi fty years – oh, and 
those pesky early deaths.

Fortunately, Peter Lloyd is here to tackle the 
controversial topics in this fearless – and 
frequently hilarious – bloke bible. Part blistering 
polemic, part politically incorrect road map for 
the modern man, Stand by Your Manhood 
answers the burning questions facing the 
brotherhood today:

• Should we fund the fi rst date?
• Are we sexist if we enjoy pornography?
• Is penis size a political issue?
• And do feminists secretly hate us?

Frank, funny and long overdue, this is the book 
men everywhere have been waiting for.

‘A funny, frank read. I don’t think I’ll ever 
look at my manhood in the same way 
again.’ Danny Wallace

‘An angry, funny, provocative book [that] 
certainly offers plenty of food for thought. I 
am stirred by his rallying call for us to 
become “suffragents”.’ Daily Mail

£9.99

320pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900211

July 2016

Rights: World

PETER LLOYD is a London-based 
journalist who writes regularly for 
The Guardian, the Mail on Sunday, 
MailOnline and the Daily Telegraph.

5,000 GrEAT oNE LINErS

GrANT TUCKEr

Whether told in the rugby clubs of Wales or the 
gentlemen’s clubs of London, their sharpness 
and simplicity unites us all. Short, sweet and 
wickedly clever, they hold a special place in the 
annals of comedy, and as the rise of Twitter 
heralds a resurrection of the art form, there 
seems no better time to celebrate the immortal 
one-liner.

In this book, Times diary columnist Grant 
Tucker does just that, bringing together 5,000 
of the funniest one-liners ever told in one 
defi nitive volume. Laugh-out-loud funny, 5,000 
Great One-Liners has all the quips, zingers, 
puns and wisecracks you’ll ever need – and a 
whole lot more.

‘It’s an admirable gift, being able to 
compress wit and wisdom into a trenchant 
sentence or so, and Grant Tucker has 
harvested the world’s best – an Olympiad 
of linguistic play.’ Daily Mail

£9.99

320pp

B format paperback

ISBN: 9781785900242

March 2016

Rights: World

GRANT TUCKER is the author 
of many books including The 

Margaret Thatcher Book of 

Quotations. He is the diary 
columnist on The Times. He lives 
in London.
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A format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900822

August 2016

Rights: World

£10

128pp

A format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900532

May 2016

Rights: World

£10

128pp

A format hardback

ISBN: 9781785900525

May 2016

Rights: World

MANXIETY

dYLAN JoNES

‘Manxiety’ has reached 
such heights that men are 
perpetually in a state of 
stress, wondering where 
they fi t into the world. In 
this controversial new book 
Dylan Jones asks could it 
be time for a men’s 
movement? Something 
that encourages men to 
fi ght back?

THE MYTH of 
MErIToCrACY

JAMES BLoodWorTH

The best jobs in Britain today 
are overwhelmingly done by 
the offspring of privileged 
parents. It is increasingly 
diffi cult for bright but poor 
children to transcend their 
circumstances, a state of 
affairs that hurts the poor 
and middle classes alike.

Thus, a vague commitment 
from our politicians to build a 
‘meritocracy’ is not enough. 
Any genuine attempt at 
improving social mobility 
starts by reducing the gap 
between rich and poor.

LoNdoN rULES

dYLAN JoNES

We are constantly being 
told that 1966, the very 
fi rst iteration of ‘Swinging 
London’, was the time 
when the city was at its 
height. 

But London is a more 
exciting city now than it’s 
ever been. It is already the 
greatest city of the 
twenty-fi rst century, the 
one true global cultural 
megalopolis, the one true 
cocksure city-state, and 
we need to shout about it 
from the top of every tall 
building in town.

9781849549493

9781849547505

9781849549813

9781849547512

9781849549424

9781849547871

9781849548410

9781849548908

9781849548298

9781849547864
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